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Abstract
Expression of p16INK4A (p16 positive) is highly correlated with human papilloma virus (HPV) infection in head
and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC), however, p16-positivity is not limited to HPV positive tumors and
therefore, not a perfect surrogate for HPV. p16 survival outcomes are best documented for the oropharyngeal site
(OP); non-OP sites such as the oral cavity (OC), larynx, and hypopharynx (HP) are understudied. The goal of
this study was to evaluate p16 in the context of HPV16 and examine p16 survival outcomes in HPV16 positive
and HPV16 negative site-specific HNSCC. p16 and HPV16 status were determined by immunohistochemistry
and qPCR respectively, on 80 primary HNSCC from four sites: OC, OP, larynx and HP. p16 expression was
different across sites (p<0.001), was more frequent in OP than non-OP sites (p<0.0001), and was different
between Caucasian Americans (CA) and African Americans (AA) (p=0.031), similar to HPV16 (p=0.013). p16
was associated with marital status (p=0.008) and smoking (p=0.014). p16 positive patients had improved
survival (similar to HPV16 positive cases). Patients with p16 negative/HPV16 negative status had the worst
survival for all sites combined as well as for OP. p16 status is an important prognostic indicator in both OPSCC
and non-OPSCC and the p16 positive/HPV16 negative group is likely a distinct subgroup lacking any HPV
genotype. Cohorts with larger representations of non-OP sites examining multiple molecular markers will be key
to deciphering and dissecting out p16’s role as a useful prognostic indicator when assessed in combination with
HPV status.
Keywords: p16 expression, HPV, head and neck cancer, non-oropharyngeal sites
1. Introduction
In the United States, approximately 52,610 new cases of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) are
expected in 2012 with an estimated 11,500 deaths from cancers of the oral cavity, pharynx, and larynx
(American Cancer Society [ACS], 2012). Despite considerable efforts, the 5-year survival rate for HNSCC has
not changed significantly. In addition to tobacco and alcohol (Hashibe et al., 2007), epidemiological and
laboratory evidence now warrant the conclusion that the human papilloma virus (HPV) is a causative agent for
some HNSCC (Gillison & Lowy, 2004) and an independent risk factor for oropharyngeal HNSCC (OPSCC)
(Ang et al., 2010). A systematic review of 5046 patients with HNSCC reported an overall prevalence of HPV
infection of 25.9%. The prevalence of HPV infection was significantly higher among patients with OPSCC
(35.6%) than among those with oral (23.5%) or laryngeal (24.0%) SCC (Kreimer et al., 2005). The biologic
significance of HPV, underscored by the improved prognosis for patients with HPV positive HNSCC relative to
HPV negative HNSCC (Ang et al., 2010), is due in part to a better therapeutic response to chemo radiotherapy
(Fakhry et al., 2008).
In addition to the above mentioned risk factors, an important gene product that is involved in HNSCC
pathogenesis is the p16INK4a (p16) protein, made by the p16INK4a (CDKN2A) gene located at 9p21. p16 is a
cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor that inhibits pRb phosphorylation and blocks cell cycle progression at the G1
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to S check point (Zhang et al., 1999). Loss of p16 expression by deletion, mutation, or hypermethylation is
common in HNSCC (Worsham et al., 2006) and is associated with worse prognosis in HNSCC (Namazie et al.,
2002). Also, tobacco/alcohol-associated HNSCC appears to be associated with p16 downregulation (as an early
event) and TP53 gene mutations resulting in p53 overexpression (Psyrri & DiMaio, 2008). Loss of p16 is a
potential druggable target. Recombinant adenovirus capable of directing a high level of p16 protein expression
(Ad5-p16) demonstrated a significant antitumor effect of Ad5-p16 against human HNSCC in vivo (Rocco et al.,
1998).
Similar to HPV positive status, p16 expression (p16 positive) has been correlated with improved outcome in
OPSCC (Weinberger et al., 2004). Expression of p16 occurs as a result of functional inactivation of the
retinoblastoma protein (pRb) by the HPV E7 protein. HPV viral oncogene products E6 and E7 play a key role in
HPV-associated carcinogenesis, abrogating p53 and retinoblastoma (Rb) tumor suppressor functions,
respectively (Munger et al., 2004). HPV positive HNSCC are generally associated with wild-type TP53, as
opposed to tobacco-induced tumors, which are characterized by genetic alterations of the TP53 pathway
(Braakhuis et al., 2004). The functional inactivation of Rb by E7 leads in turn to upregulation of p16. Thus HPV
positive tumors are characterized by high expression of p16 (Fakhry et al., 2008; Smeets et al., 2007). Moreover,
because transcription of the E7 oncogene is required for p16 upregulation, it has been suggested that carcinomas
overexpressing p16 likely represent those tumors in which HPV has been involved in the carcinogenic process
(von Knebel Doeberitz, 2002). Thus, there is good evidence that p16 positivity may be regarded as a biomarker
for tumors harboring oncogenic HPV. Though p16 expression is highly correlated with HPV infection especially
in OPSCC (Lassen et al., 2009), making it a useful surrogate marker for HPV infection, in non-oropharyngeal
sites this has yet to be demonstrated. The goal of this study was to evaluate p16 status in the context of HPV16
and examine p16 survival outcomes in HPV16 positive and HPV16 negative site-specific HNSCC.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Cohort
The site-specific, retrospective pilot cohort of 80 primary HNSCC consisted of 10 HPV16 positive and 10
HPV16 negative cases each for four sites: oral cavity (OC), oropharynx (OP), larynx, and hypopharynx (HP).
The 10 HPV16 positive and 10 HPV16 negative cases for each of the four investigated tumor sites were selected
from a larger HNSCC cohort with already available HPV16 status by qPCR. Patients were diagnosed within the
Henry Ford Health System between 1986 and 2003, and followed from 6-23 years (through 2009). Risk factor
information of race (as self reported), age, gender, marital status, and smoking history was obtained through
medical record abstraction. This study was approved by the Henry Ford Health System Institutional Review
Board committee.
2.2 DNA Extraction
DNA was extracted from formalin-fixed tissue blocks. Upon hematoxylin and eosin staining, the pathologist
determined tumor content in the tumor block. For tumor tissue blocks with 90% or more tumor, 5 micron tissue
sections were cut directly into tubes for DNA extraction. If the tissue block indicated admixture of tumor and
normal or other neoplastic lesions, tumor tissue was micro-dissected for DNA extraction and thus separated from
non-tumor tissue. DNA was extracted as previously described (Raju et al., 2006).
2.3 p16 Immunohistochemistry (IHC) Assay
IHC for p16 status was performed using the DAKO EnVision™ FLEX+ detection system together with the
Autostainer Link instrument (DAKO Corp, Carpentaria, California) on paraffin embedded tissue. Antigen was
retrieved using EnVision™ FLEX Target Retrieval Solution, High pH and p16 was detected using p16 mouse
monoclonal antibody (clone 1E12E10, sc-81156, 1:1000 dilution; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc, Santa Cruz,
California). The EnVision™ FLEX+, Mouse, High pH, (LINK) Kit was used to perform the assay. It contains
the substrate chromogen 3-3'-diaminobenzidine (DAB), which, on staining results in a brown-colored precipitate
at the antigen site. For statistical analysis, samples are classified in a binary manner as either positive (any cells
with nuclear and cytoplasmic staining) or negative (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. p16 by IHC for two patient samples: (A) Case 1 shows brown nuclear and cytoplasmic staining
indicating p16 positive status; (B) Case 2 shows no staining indicating p16 negative status. 40X magnification.
(IHC - immunohistochemistry)
2.4 HPV16 Detection by Quantitative PCR (qPCR)
Tumor HPV16 DNA concentrations were measured using a real-time quantitative PCR system (qPCR). An
advantage of the qPCR system is that detection of HPV copy number reliably excludes contaminated samples
and those with minimal HPV DNA content that are unlikely to be significant in tumorigenesis and it corresponds
to FISH and Southern Blotting methods (Ha et al., 2002). Real-time PCR reactions were set up in a reaction
volume of 20ul using the TaqMan Universal Master Mix II with UNG (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).
Specific primers and probes were designed to amplify a housekeeping gene, ß-globin (to standardize the input
DNA), and the E6 region of HPV16. The primers and probes used were as follows: ß-globin: forward
5'-GTGCACCTGACTCCTGAGGAGA-3',
reverse
5'-CCTTGATACCAACCTGCCCAG-3',
6FAM-5'-AAGGTGAACGTGGATGAAGTTGGTGG-3'-TAMRA;
HPV16
E6:
forward
5'-GAGAACTGCAATGTTTCAGGACC-3',
reverse
5'-TGTATAGTTGTTTGCAGCTCTGTGC-3',
6FAM-5'-CAGGAGCGACCCAGAAAGTTACCACAGTT-3'-TAMRA. DNA amplifications were carried out
in a 96-well reaction plate format in a PE Applied Biosystems 7900HT Sequence Detector (Applied Biosystems,
Foster City, CA). HPV16 viral copy number was determined using the CaSki (American Type Culture
Collection, Manassas, VA) cell line genomic DNA reported to contain an integrated HPV type 16 genome (about
600 copies per cell, 6.6 pg of DNA/genome) in serial dilutions to develop a standard curve. Multiple water
blanks and HPV16 positive controls (HPV16 positive HNSCC specimens) were included in every run. Both the
HPV16 and ß-globin PCR reactions were carried out in duplicate. The qPCR cut-off value for HPV16 positive
infection status of ≥0.03 (>3 HPV16 genome copy/100 cells) was determined as previously described (Stephen
et al., 2012). The HPV16 status of this cohort was treated as a binary variable (positive vs negative) based on this
cut-off value.
2.5 Statistical Analysis
Chi-square tests were used to test associations of p16 and HPV16 with the other risk factors (race, stage, gender,
smoking, and tumor site). T-tests were used to test associations with age. Variables with p<0.05 were considered
significant. Kaplan-Meier survival estimates were computed and plotted. Cox regression was used to estimate
hazard ratios and test associations between p16 positive and HPV16 positive status and overall survival for all
sites combined and for the OP subgroup.
3. Results
Race and stage distributions for this cohort were as follows: 40 Caucasian American (CA), 38 African American
(AA), 2 other race; 19 early stage, 53 late stage and 8 unknown stage (Table 1).
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Table 1. Cohort characteristics
Characteristics

Total

p16+ve

p16-ve

N=80

N=21 (%)

N=59 (%)

Male

66

16 (24)

50 (76)

Female

14

5 (36)

9 (64)

≤50 years

12

5 (42)

7 (58)

51-65 years

32

9 (28)

36

Unmarried
Married

p-value

HPV16+ve

HPV16-ve

N=40 (%)

N=40 (%)

34

32

6

8

8 (67)

4 (33)

23 (72)

17 (53)

15 (47)

7(19)

29 (81)

15 (42)

21 (58)

28

12 (43)

16 (57)

12 (43)

16 (57)

46

7 (15)

39 (85)

26 (57)

20 (43)

Never smoker

10

6 (60)

4 (40)

7 (70)

3 (30)

Past smoker

27

9 (33)

18 (67)

12 (44)

15 (56)

Current smoker

39

6 (15)

33 (85)

20 (51)

19 (49)

Caucasian American (CA)

40

15 (38)

25 (62)

26 (65)

14 (35)

African American (AA)

38

6 (16)

32 (84)

14 (37)

24 (63)

p-value

Gender
0.376

0.556

Age Group

>65 years

0.302

0.293

∞

Marital Status

0.008†

0.254

Smoking
0.014†

0.455

Race*
0.031†

0.013†

p16 Status
Positive

21

12 (57)

9 (43)

Negative

59

28 (47)

31(53)

10 (50)

10 (50)

30 (50)

30 (50)

10 (50)

10 (50)

0.446

HPV16 Status
Positive

40

12 (30)

28 (70)

Negative

40

9 (23)

31 (77)

Oropharynx

20

13 (65)

7 (35)

Non-Oropharynx

60

8 (13)

52 (87)

0.446

Sites

Oral Cavity

20

4 (20)

16 (80)

<0.001†
†

0.004
†

Larynx

20

3 (15)

17 (85)

0.001

10 (50)

10 (50)

Hypopharynx

20

1 (5)

19 (95)

<0.001†

10 (50)

10 (50)

Early

19

2 (11)

17 (89)

0.073

8 (42)

11 (58)

Late

53

18 (34)

35 (66)

25 (47)

28 (53)

1.000

Stage
0.792

∞

Marital status missing for 6 cases; *Other race (N=2) are p16 negative, HPV16 negative and are located in Hypopharynx;
significant p-values; OP - oropharynx; p16+ve: p16 positive, p16-ve: p16 negative, HPV16+ve: HPV16 positive, HPV16-ve:
HPV16 negative

†

p16 expression was detected in 21/80 (26%) samples and was significantly different between OP and non-OP
sites (p<0.0001) as well as among pairwise site to site comparisons with OP (Table 1). Among individual sites,
p16 was positive in 1/20 HP, 3/20 larynx, 4/20 OC and 13/20 OP (Table 1) with a frequency of 65% in OP cases
as compared to 13% in non-OP sites. p16 expression was significantly associated with marital status (p=0.008)
and smoking (p=0.014). There was no association with gender and age. With respect to race, the frequency of
p16 expression was different between AA and CA (p=0.031) across all sites. Race as CA was significantly
associated with p16 expression in the OP site (p=0.004). For non-OP sites there was no difference for p16 in AA
vs CA (13.3% s 14.3%). There is no association between race and site as OP vs non-OP (p=0.366). A breakdown
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of race with respect to site, p16 and HPV16 status is provided in Table 2. A trend towards an association was
noted for p16 and stage (p=0.073).
Table 2. Race, site, p16 and HPV16 status
Caucasian American

African American

Other

Oropharynx

12

8

─

Hypopharynx

8

10

2

Larynx

9

11

─

Oral Cavity

11

9

─

Positive

15 (OP=11, non-OP=4)

6 (OP=2, non-OP=4)

─

Negative

25 (OP=1, non-OP=24)

32 (OP=6, non-OP=26)

2

Positive

26 (OP=8, non-OP=18)

14 (OP=2, non-OP=12)

─

Negative

14 (OP=4, non-OP=10)

24 (OP=6, non-OP=18)

2

Sites

p16

HPV16

OP - oropharynx

There was no association of HPV16 with gender, age, marital status or smoking. For all sites combined, HPV16
was associated with race as CA (p=0.013). Race differences for HPV16 in OP (25% vs 67% for AA and CA,
respectively) as well as in non-OP sites (40% vs 64% for AA and CA, respectively) are substantial; however, the
p-values are not significant (p=0.170 and p=0.074 for OP and non-OP respectively). In a logistic regression
model for stage, there was no interaction between HPV16 and p16 (p=0.924). In the OP site, HPV16 and p16
were marginally associated (p=0.057, 9/10 HPV16 positive OP tumors were also p16 positive).
With regard to p16 and survival, p16 positive patients had improved overall survival for all sites combined
(HR=0.33, 95% CI 0.15, 0.75, p=0.007, Figure 2, Table 3A) and for the OP site as a subgroup, (HR=0.22, 95%
CI 0.06, 0.89, p=0.034) compared to p16 negative patients (Table 3B). For all sites combined (Table 3A), p16
negative CA and AA patients demonstrated poorer survival when compared to p16 positive CA (HR=3.78, 95%
CI 1.40, 17, p=0.009 and HR=2.97, 95% CI 1.12, 7.85, p=0.029, respectively, Figure 3).

Figure 2. Survival and p16 status: p16 positive patients had improved overall survival for all sites combined
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Table 3. p16, HPV16 and survival
A) All Sites Combined

N=80

Hazard Ratio

Confidence Interval

p-value

21/80

0.33

0.15 - 0.75

0.007*

HPV16+ve

40/80

0.53

0.30 - 0.94

0.029*

p16+ve/HPV16+ve

12/80

p16+ve/HPV16-ve

9/80

6.97

1.33 - 36.41

0.021*

p16-ve/HPV16+ve

28/80

6.82

1.58 - 29.44

0.01*

8.67

2.04 - 36.85

0.003*

p16

p16+ve

HPV16
p16/HPV

p16 & Race

HPV16 & Race

1.00 (ref)

p16-ve/HPV16-ve

31/80

p16+ve CA

15/78

p16+ve AA

6/78

1.71

0.33 - 8.86

0.524

p16-ve CA

25/78

3.78

1.40 - 10.17

0.009*

p16-ve AA

32/78

2.97

1.12 - 7.85

0.029*

HPV16+ve CA

26/78

HPV16+ve AA

14/78

1.56

0.63 - 3.86

0.333

HPV16-ve CA

14/78

2.91

1.26 - 6.70

0.012*

24/78

1.79

0.86 - 3.73

0.121

HPV16-ve AA
B) OP site only

1.00 (ref)

1.00 (ref)

N=20
p16+ve

13/20

0.22

0.06 - 0.89

0.034*

HPV16+ve

10/20

0.2

0.04 - 0.98

0.047*

p16+ve/HPV16+ve

9/20

p16+ve/HPV16-ve

4/20

6.98

0.61 - 79.47

0.117

p16-ve/HPV16+ve

1/20

11.44

0.69 - 191.0

0.09

p16-ve/HPV16-ve

6/20

10.3

1.20 - 88.33

0.033*

1.00 (ref)

CA - Caucasian American, AA - African American, OP - Oropharynx, *significant p-value; p16+ve: p16 positive, p16-ve: p16
negative, HPV16+ve: HPV16 positive, HPV16-ve: HPV16 negative.

Figure 3. Survival with respect to p16 and Race: p16 negative CA and AA patients demonstrated poorer survival
when compared to p16 positive CA. (CA – Caucasian American, AA – African American, p16+ve – p16 positive,
p16-ve – p16 negative)
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HPV16 positive patients also had better survival for the all sites combined group (HR=0.53, 95% CI 0.30, 0.94,
p=0.029, Figure 4) and for the OP subgroup (HR=0.2, 95% CI 0.04, 0.98, p=0.047) when compared to HPV16
negative patients. Additionally, HPV16 positive CA had better survival when compared to HPV16 negative CA
(p=0.012, Figure 5).

Figure 4. Survival and HPV16 status: HPV16 positive patients had better overall survival for the all sites
combined group

Figure 5. Survival with respect to HPV16 and Race: HPV16 positive CA had better survival when compared to
HPV negative CA. (CA – Caucasian American, AA – African American, HPV16+ve – HPV16 positive,
HPV16-ve – HPV16 negative)
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When compared to the p16 positive/HPV16 positive cases, patients with p16 positive/HPV16 negative and p16
negative/HPV16 positive had poorer survival (HR=6.97, 95% CI 1.33, 36.41, p=0.021 and HR=6.82, 95% CI
1.58, 29.44, p=0.010, respectively, Figure 6). p16 negative/HPV16 negative status had the worst survival for the
all sites combined group (HR=8.67, 95% CI 2.04, 36.85, p= 0.003) and this was noted for the OP subgroup as
well (HR=10.30, 95% CI 1.20, 88.33, p=0.033, Table 3B). The prognostic effects of HPV16 and p16 alone were
also analyzed for individual non-OP sites (oral cavity, larynx, hypopharynx), but were not statistically
significant.

Figure 6. Survival with respect to combined p16 and HPV16 status: For all sites combined, when compared to
the p16 positive/HPV16 positive cases, patients with p16 positive/HPV16 negative and p16 negative/HPV16 positive
had poorer survival. p16 negative/HPV16 negative status had the worst survival. (p16+ve – p16 positive, p16-ve
– p16 negative, HPV+ve – HPV16 positive, HPV-ve – HPV16 negative)
4. Discussion
Our exploratory study of a site-specific HNSCC cohort demonstrated a p16 prevalence of 26% with a significant
difference between OP and non-OP sites as well as between each of the three non-OP and OP sites. p16
expression was significantly associated with site as OP, marital status and smoking. A trend towards an
association between p16 and stage was noted. With regard to race, p16 expression was different between AA and
CA across all sites. However, race as CA was significantly associated with p16 expression only in the OP site. In
non-OP sites there was no difference in p16 expression with respect to race.
We found a lower prevalence of HPV16 in AA compared to CA, similar to a previous study by Settle et al.
(2009a). Chernock et al. (2011) and Weinberger et al. (2010) detected significantly lower prevalence for HPV
and p16 in AA vs CA concurring with our findings. Also, even though cases were pre-selected based on HPV16
status, p16 expression and HPV16 positive status appeared to be correlated (p=0.057) in the OP site, similar to
other reports (Singhi & Westra, 2010; Shi et al., 2009; Lassen et al., 2009). There was no interaction between
HPV16 and p16 with respect to stage, but in the OP site, HPV16 and p16 were marginally associated.
This current study indicates that p16 status is an important prognostic indicator in both OPSCC and non-OPSCC.
Single marker analyses showed that patients with p16 positive status had improved survival similar to HPV16
positive cases for all sites combined and for the OP subgroup as well. Weinberger et al. (2004) also found that
p16 was associated with improved prognosis as well as lower local recurrence rates in OPSCC. In our study, p16
negative status by itself was associated with poorer survival in both CA and AA for all sites combined, as well as
for the OP subsite, similar to the study by Chernock et al. (2011), which demonstrated poorer disease free
survival in AA and a trend toward poorer overall survival for AA.
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Also, HPV16 negative status was associated with poorer survival for all sites combined and for the OP subgroup
as well. With respect to HPV16 status and race, in the all sites combined group HPV16 negative CA had poorer
survival than HPV16 positive and support studies that show better outcomes for HPV positive CA (Settle et al.,
2009a; Chernock et al., 2011; Weinberger et al., 2010). A significant characteristic of HNSCC is its marked
disparate unfavorable diagnosis and prognosis outcomes for AA (ACS, 2012; Hoffman et al., 1998; Shavers et
al., 2003). There is no consensus on the causes of the differences in the higher incidence of and the mortality
from HNSCC for AA when compared to CA, but they can include differences in access to care, stage at
diagnosis, insurance status, attitudes of health providers, as well as HPV infection status (Settle et al., 2009b).
Thus, in HNSCC, molecular subtyping for HPV is of clinical relevance, highlighting the importance of
accounting for the influence of racial differences.
Prognostic outcomes for subgroups defined by both HPV16 and p16 status, indicate that patients with p16
negative/HPV16 negative status had the worst survival for all sites combined (HR=8.67, p= 0.003) as well as for
the OP site (HR=10.30, p=0.033). Smith et al. (2010), while examining multiple molecular markers in a larger
series of HNSCC, also found that p16 negative/ HPV negative/p53 positive cases had poorer survival when
compared to p16 positive/HPV positive/p53 negative.
We also found that discordant p16 and HPV16 status (p16 positive/HPV16 negative and p16 negative/HPV16
positive) conferred poorer survival but with the limited dataset it is difficult to determine whether p16 or HPV16
status is driving this effect. When testing solely for the HPV16 subtype, HPV16 negative status when
accompanied by p16 positivity is often regarded as a false negative, and as likely harboring non-HPV16
genotypes. This is especially the case in OPSCC where p16 positivity is considered a surrogate for HPV, and in
this context, p16 positive/HPV16 negative patients would demonstrate improved survival similar to p16
positive/HPV16 positive patients. However in our study, the hazard ratio for the p16 positive/HPV16 negative
group (HR=6.97, p=0.021) indicate substantial deviation from the p16 positive/HPV16 positive referent group
and suggests a distinct subgroup lacking any HPV genotype. The latter is further substantiated by Smith et al.
(2010), where the p16 positive/HPV negative subgroup, with and without expression of p53, had hazard ratios of
4.6 (95% CI 1.4, 14.5) and 3.6 (95% CI 1.1, 11.1), respectively, when compared to the p16 positive/HPV
positive/p53 negative referent group. The latter suggests that p16 expression can occur in the absence of HPV
and is not necessarily a consequence of HPV infection.
Reports of HPV prevalence of 24% in laryngeal carcinomas and 23% in oral cavity carcinomas indicate that
biologically relevant HPV infection also takes place outside of the oropharynx (Stephen et al., 2012; Kreimer et
al., 2005). However, HNSCC studies that report on the significance of both HPV and p16 have focused on
OPSCC, mainly due to small number of non-OPSCC cases. Thus, usefulness of p16 as a surrogate marker for
HPV infection or as a prognostic marker is limited to OPSCC. However, it has been shown that even in OPSCC,
15% to 20% tend to be p16 positive/HPV16 negative (Smeets et al., 2007). We observed that p16
positive/HPV16 negative patients in the OP subgroup (4/20) did not show significant differences in survival
when compared to the p16 positive/HPV16 positive reference group. However, in the all sites combined group
(Table 3A), the p16 positive/HPV16 negative subgroup (9/80: 4 OP and 5 non-OP patients) had significantly
poorer survival when compared to p16 positive/HPV16 positive referent. The latter suggests that in the absence
of HPV16, p16 expression is likely due to non-HPV related genetic or epigenetic loss of pRb (Compton et al.,
2011). Because HPV negative tumors have more mutations than HPV positive (Stransky et al., 2011), when
assessing prognostic outcomes in HPV negative HNSCC, multiple markers will likely be key to providing more
accurate outcomes, serving as potential therapeutic targets.
A limitation of this study is that in its exploratory design, the sample sizes are modest, especially for site
subtypes. This is reflected in the very wide confidence intervals for the hazard ratio estimates shown in Table 3.
However, despite the low precision, many of the associations are significant.
5. Conclusion
This study provides support for p16 status as an important prognostic factor in both OPSCC and non-OPSCC
and supports the p16 positive/HPV16 negative group as likely a distinct subgroup lacking any HPV genotype.
HNSCC cohorts with larger representations of non-OP sites examining multiple molecular markers will be key
to deciphering and dissecting out p16’s role as a useful prognostic indicator when assessed in combination with
HPV status.
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